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Abstract 
 This report describes Missouri River activities and results related to a channelized Missouri River 
creel survey conducted from 29 March through 10 October 2003.  This is the fourth of a planned annual 
creel survey to be conducted on alternating sections of the channelized Missouri River to measure 
changes in recreational fishing activity, especially those changes due to large scale habitat restoration 
efforts.  Future reports will contain additional analyses of these data. 
 Anglers spent over 30,000 hours fishing the Missouri River from Camp Creek (rk 883.5) to the 
Kansas state line (rk 790.2) during the survey period.  Effort peaked during the third and fifth creel periods 
(5/24 - 6/20 and 7/19 - 8/15) with a large decline during the fourth creel period (6/21 - 7/18).  The three 
most upstream river segments accounted for over 73% of the effort.  Anglers targeted catfish (blue, 
channel and flatheads) almost 71% of the time that they were fishing.  Inside bends were the most 
commonly fished macrohabitat, accounting for over 55% of the total angling effort. 
 Anglers caught almost 13,000 and harvested almost 6,100 fish from 29 March through 10 
October 2003 while fishing the Missouri River.  Catch peaked during the sixth creel period (8/16 - 9/12) 
with almost 50% of the annual catch occurring during those 28 days.  Over 78% of the fish were caught in 
the three upstream river segments.  Total catch rates ranged from 0.10 fish per hour during the second 
creel period (4/26 - 5/23) to 0.99 fish per hour during the sixth creel period (8/16 - 9/12).  Channel catfish 
were the most abundant species in the creel followed by common carp, flathead catfish, and freshwater 
drum. 
                
Keywords:  Missouri River, rivers, creel, survey, fish, fishing, anglers, recreation, shovelnose sturgeon, 
common carp, channel catfish, flathead catfish, freshwater drum, macrohabitat, microhabitat and bait. 
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Performance Report 
State: Nebraska   Project Number: F-75-R-24 
Project Type: Research      Study Title: Missouri River Ecology 
      The Nebraska Game and Parks Commission's strategic plan has stated the following 
management goal for the Missouri River: Restore, protect, and maintain the diversity of historic Missouri 
River habitats, resources, and ecosystem functions in order that present and future generations may 
enjoy consumptive and non-consumptive outdoor recreational opportunities (NGPC 1996).  To 
accomplish this goal the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission identified the following five objectives: 
 To restore terrestrial and aquatic floodplain habitat types by 2008.  This would include old 
oxbows, chutes, side channels, sand bars, backwaters, wetlands, and other shallow water 
habitats. 
 To restore flows that reflects the natural hydrograph of the Missouri River by the year 2008. 
 To inform and educate the general public and constituency about Missouri River ecosystem 
functions and management. 
 To double the number of total recreational use days by the year 2008. 
 To investigate and manage native fish, wildlife, waterfowl, and furbearers on a sustainable 
basis. 
Even though several of these objectives fall outside of NGPC management authority, this project has and 
will provide the data necessary to plan, implement and evaluate them.  This strategic plan is currently 
being reviewed and updated. 
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Introduction 
      Creel surveys on large rivers with numerous public and private access points are difficult and 
expensive to design and conduct.  The first creel survey conducted on the channelized Missouri River in 
Nebraska was a roving creel during 1972 to1973 (Groen 1973).  Segments of the channelized river 
covered included, Sioux City to Blair, Blair to Nebraska City and Nebraska City to Rulo.  These same 
segments were surveyed again in 1978 and 1979 (Hesse 1980).  The Missouri Department of 
Conservation conducted a recreational use survey on the channelized Missouri River from the mouth to 
the Iowa-Missouri state line in four segments over a four year period from 1983 through 1987 
(Fleener1989).  The segment adjacent to Nebraska was sampled in 1985 and 1986 and extended from 
the Iowa-Missouri state line downstream to St Joseph, Missouri.  The present project examining several 
reaches of the channelized Missouri River had several objectives: 
 Develop a creel survey design that when repeated over time would measure changes in 
recreational fishing activity and success and allow us to estimate the effects of large scale 
restoration efforts on recreational fishing. 
 Estimate recreational fishing use. 
 Estimate the number and species of fish harvested and released by recreational anglers. 
 Estimate recreational fishing effort on public and private lands and by boating anglers using 
public and private boat ramps. 
 Correlate fishing effort and success with a combination of season, physical habitat variables 
(location, macrohabitat, microhabitat, water temperature and secchi disk transparency) and 
fishing methods (bait).  
 Develop recreational fishing educational information based on survey results 
                                 
Study Site 
 A roving creel was conducted on a 93.3 kilometer reach of the channelized Missouri River from 
Camp Creek (river kilometer (rk) 883.5) downstream to the Kansas state line (rk 790.2) during 2003. This 
reach was divided into five segments; Camp Creek, Brownville, Rock Creek, Thurnau, and Rulo (Figure 
1).  The Camp Creek segment started at Camp Creek and ended at the Brownville Bridge (rk 861.0). This 
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22.5 km long segment consisted of seven river bends: Lower Barney, Upper Kansas, Lower Kansas, 
Nishnabotna, Peru, Upper Sonora and Lower Sonora.  Two tributaries drain into this segment of the 
Missouri, Camp Creek and the Nishnabotna River at rk 872.4.  Two cities lie in close proximity to the river 
in this segment with Peru located two miles west of rk 872.3 and the town of Brownville on the bank 
of the river at rk 861.8  There are two public boat ramps, Peru, at rk 872.4 and the Watson, Missouri boat 
ramp located approximately three kilometers up the Nishnabotna River.  
      The Brownville segment begins at the Brownville Bridge and continues downstream to Rock 
Creek (rk 840.0).  This 20.9 kilometer segment consists of six bends: Upper Brownville, Lower Brownville, 
Langdon, Aspinwall, Upper Morgan and Lower Morgan. The Little Nemaha River (rk 849.4) is the only 
tributary in this segment. The Brownville State Recreation Area has a public boat ramp just below 
Brownville at rk 861.1 and there is a public boat ramp and river access at Langdon, Missouri at rk 853.8.  
This segment contains the Cooper Nuclear Power Plant at rk 856.7, Langdon Bend mitigation site (rk 
856.3 - 851.3) and has a private cabin development located between rk 846.8 and 845.1.  The Rock 
Creek segment starts at Rock Creek and ends at the Thurnau Boat Ramp (rk 818.7).  This 21.4 kilometer 
segment consists of six river bends: Lincoln, Upper Deroin, Lower Deroin, Indian Cave, Hemmies and 
Upper Cottier.  One tributary, Rock Creek, drains into the Missouri at rk 842.3. This segment contains one 
public boat ramp at Indian Cave State Park (rk 833.2).  The Thurnau segment begins at the Thurnau boat 
ramp and ends at the Rulo Bridge (rk 801.5).  This 17.2 kilometer segment consists of six bends: Lower 
Cottier, Upper Arago, Lower Arago, Upper Rush Bottom, Lower Rush Bottom and Rulo.  There are two 
tributaries is this segment: Big Tarkio Ditch (rk 816.7) and Winnebago Creek (rk 806.2).  The Rulo 
segment starts at the Rulo bridge and ends at the Kansas state line (rk 788.3).  This 13.2 kilometer 
segment consists of 3 bends: Squaw, Upper Nemaha and Lower Nemaha. There is one tributary in this 
segment the Big Nemaha River at rk 796.5, one private cabin development (rk 798.4 - 800.0) and one 
public boat ramp and park within the city limits of Rulo (rk 801.3). 
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Figure 1.  Map showing sampling segments used during the creel survey on the Missouri River from 
Camp Creek to Kansas state line from 1 April through 13 October 2006. 
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Creel Survey Design 
      We used a roving creel design because of the large number of potential access points.  An 
"instantaneous count" (2 hours downstream and 2.5 hours upstream) was obtained using a boat.  Four 
weekend surveys and six weekday surveys were scheduled during each of seven four-week periods from 
1 April through 13 October 2006.  For each creel day a random count time and direction (either upriver or 
downriver) was chosen.  Count times were based on day length, with the first count time beginning one 
half hour after sunrise and the last count time starting three hours before sunset.  The remaining day 
length was then divided depending on day type.  In order to obtain counts throughout the day, weekend 
day lengths were divided into four count times spread uniformly from sunrise to sunset, while weekday 
lengths were divided into six count times.   An example of a creel schedule for a creel period is presented 
in Table 1. 
      While on a count run, creel clerks recorded the number of active boat and bank anglers and the 
number of boats involved in various recreational activities by segment (examples of the data forms used 
are presented in Appendix I).  In addition, the clerks recorded information on air and water temperature, 
Secchi disk transparency (cm), wind speed (based on observation), weather (lightning or precipitation that 
might impact angling) and navigation conditions (floating debris or ice) (all codes used during 2003 are 
listed in Appendix II). 
 During angler interviews all harvested fish were identified to species and measured to the nearest 
millimeter.  Anglers were asked to identify released fish and estimate their length to the nearest inch.  In 
addition, if an angler was fishing from the bank we identified whether they were fishing on public or 
private property or if fishing from a boat whether they used a public or private boat ramp.  Trip information 
included the time the angler started fishing, the time of the interview, and if the fishing trip was complete 
or incomplete. Fishing information included the species the angler was seeking, fishing method, bait and 
if each angler had run setlines during the year.  Additional information collected from each angler included 
gender, angler’s state of residence and age.  
 Information was collected on the actual fishing location of each angler including segment, latitude 
and longitude, macrohabitat, microhabitat and structure.  The river was divided into five macrohabitats 
some of which were further subdivided by location: inside bends (upper, middle and lower), outside bends 
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(upper, middle and lower), secondary channel (upper, middle and lower), secondary channel non- 
connected and channel crossover (inside, middle and outside).  Each of these five macrohabitats was 
further divided into microhabitats (see Appendix II and figures in Appendix III) that identified where the 
angler was actually fishing. 
Data Analysis 
 Data were entered into three tables in a Microsoft ACCESS database.  The tables were exported 
from the database as ASCII text files.  All data summarization and analysis was done with SAS statistical 
analysis software (Version 6.12 for Windows) (SAS Institute 1989).   
 Calculations of effort and catch, effort and catch variances and standard errors followed Pollock 
et al. 1994, pages 245 through 252.  Hours and catch were both calculated by survey period, segment, 
and day type (weekend or weekday).  Catch rate is the number of fish caught divided by the number of 
hours spent fishing.  
 A length-frequency index measures changes in population structure.  Proportional Stock Density 
(PSD) is the proportion of fish of quality size in a stock (Gabelhouse 1984).  Relative Stock Density (RSD) 
is the proportion of fish of a size group in a stock.  
Results 
 The 2006 water year was highlighted by a peak during early May, a few mid summer peaks and a 
three day low flow event during mid August (Figure 2).  A total of eight of seventy potential creel dates 
were missed during 2003 (Appendix IV). 
Table 1.  An example of the creel schedule for the 19 July though 15 August survey period for the 
Missouri River during 2003. 
 
Count Time Creel Clerk Date Direction Boat Ramp 
  Weekends   
1124 Bill  7/19/03 Up Hamburg 
123 Ed 7/19/06 Up Hamburg 
123 Blake 7/14/48 Down Rulo 
123 Smith 7/22/97 Down Rulo 
  Weekdays   
1124 Bill  7/19/03 Up Hamburg 
123 Ed 7/19/06 Up Hamburg 
123 Blake 7/14/48 Down Rulo 
123 Smith 7/22/97 Down Rulo 
1124 Bill  7/19/03 Up Hamburg 
123 Ed 7/19/06 Up Hamburg 
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Figure 2.  Mean daily discharge (cfs) at Nebraska City during 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003. 
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Fishing Effort 
 Anglers spent over 30,000 hours fishing the Missouri River from Camp Creek downstream to 
Kansas state line from 29 March through 10 October 2003 (Table 2).  The Brownville segment was the 
most heavily fished with 28% of the total use, followed by the Rock Creek segment with almost 25% of 
the use.  The Rulo segment was the least fished segment with less than 9% of the effort.  Fishing effort 
during 2003 peaked during the third and fifth creel periods (5/24 - 6/20 and 7/19 - 8/15) with a large 
decline during the fourth creel period (6/21 - 7/18).  Almost 63% of the fishing occurred on weekends, 
although this varied by creel period and segment (Table 3). Table 4 presents fishing effort by species 
being sought and creel period.  Channel catfish, flathead catfish and catfish as a group accounted for 
almost 71% of angler effort.  Almost 28% of  the fishing effort was by anglers that were just fishing for 
whatever species was biting.  Fishing effort for all catfish species combined peaked during creel period 
five (7/19 - 8/15), but pressure remained fairly steady from 24 May to 12 September.  Table 5 presents 
fishing effort by species sought and river segment.  The Brownville segment was the most heavily fished 
segment during the survey period. 
 Effort by macrohabitat fished is presented in Table 6 by creel period and in Table 7 by segment.  
Over 55% of the fishing effort during 2003 occurred in inside bend habitat.   This effort was higher in the 
upper part of the bend, followed by the middle and lower.  Outside bends, which by the design of the 
Missouri River, offer an almost equally abundant habitat as inside bend habitat, were fished 44.5% of the 
time.  The middle part of the outside bend was fished more than the lower and upper sections.  Anglers 
use of inside bends was greatest (> 65%) from 24 May through 15 August.  Anglers fished inside bends 
more than 57% of the time in the Camp Creek, Rock Creek, Thurnau, and Rulo segments but fished 
outside bends almost 63% of the time in the Brownville segment.  
 Effort by microhabitat fished is presented in Table 8 by creel period and in Table 9 by segment.  
Channel bank cutting (18.6%), wing dike inner holes (17.3%), channel bank filling (11.5%) and L-head / 
kicker inside dike (10.3%) were the most popular microhabitats for anglers in this reach respectively.  
Almost 58% of anglers hours were spent in these four microhabitats.  Wing dike microhabitats were fished 
over 31% of the time followed by channel microhabitats (30.7%), L-head / kicker (14.7%) and revetment 
microhabitats (14.5%).  No fishing patterns were apparent for microhabitats by either period or segment.  
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These data are being collected each year and will be used to develop educational fishing materials for the 
channelized Missouri River.
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Table 2.  Angler effort (hours) and standard errors by segment and creel period by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2006.  
 
Segment 
Period Segment 
Totals 
Percent 
4/1 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/26 5/27 - 6/23 6/24 - 7/21 7/22 - 8/18 8/19 – 9/15 9/16 – 10/13 
Camp Creek 
324 
± 141 
956 
± 311 
1594 
± 418 
710 
± 261 
789 
± 277 
442 
± 132 
604 
± 140 
5418 
± 687 
20.3% 
Brownville 
82 
± 52 
853 
± 394 
2351 
± 521 
601 
± 170 
1760 
± 446 
1039 
± 302 
538 
± 206 
7224 
± 889 
27.0% 
Rock Creek 
460 
± 305 
1087 
± 496 
1556 
± 349 
1092 
± 467 
1692 
± 1022 
816 
± 307 
579 
± 210 
7282 
± 1337 
27.3% 
Thurnau 
216 
± 118 
926 
± 496 
700 
± 291 
479 
± 201 
1580 
± 890 
584 
± 204 
93 
± 54 
4578 
± 1106 
17.1% 
Rulo 
0 
 
506 
± 193 
533 
± 50 
618 
± 283 
250 
± 134 
210 
± 114 
94 
± 94 
2210 
± 400 
8.3% 
Period 
Totals 
1081 
± 360 
4328 
± 841 
6733 
± 809 
3500 
± 660 
6071 
± 1460 
3091 
± 507 
1908 
± 343 
26713 
± 2106 
 
Percent 4.0% 16.2% 25.2% 13.1% 22.7% 11.6% 7.1%   
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Table 3.  Angler effort (hours) and standard errors by day type by creel period and segment by anglers 
fishing the Missouri River during 2006. 
            
Period 
Day Type Period  
Totals Weekend Weekday 
4/1 – 4/28 
923 
± 340 
158 
± 118 
1081 
± 360 
4/29 – 5/26 
1599 
± 549 
2729 
± 637 
4328 
± 841 
5/27 – 6/23 
3539 
± 441 
3193 
± 679 
6733 
± 809 
6/24 – 7/21 
1804 
± 403 
1696 
± 523 
3500 
± 660 
7/22 – 8/18 
4543 
± 1411 
1528 
± 372 
6071 
± 1460 
8/18 – 9/15 
1381 
± 344 
1710 
± 373 
3091 
± 507 
9/16 – 10/13 
1519 
± 305 
389 
± 158 
1908 
± 343 
Total 
15308 
± 1725 
11404 
± 1207 
26713 
± 2106 
Percent 57.3% 42.7%  
Segment 
Day Type Segment 
Totals Weekend Weekday 
Camp Creek 
3407 
± 524 
2011 
± 444 
5418 
± 687 
Brownville 
3388 
± 509 
3836 
± 729 
7224 
± 889 
Rock Creek 
4570 
± 1160 
2712 
± 665 
7282 
± 1337 
Thurnau 
2771 
± 1023 
1808 
± 420 
4578 
± 1106 
Rulo 
1173 
± 225 
1037 
± 330 
2210 
± 400 
Total 
15308 
± 1725 
11404 
± 1207 
26713 
± 2106 
Percent 57.3% 42.7%  
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Table 4.  Angler effort (hours) by species sought and creel period by anglers fishing the Missouri during 2006. 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.  Angler effort (hours) by species sought and segment by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2006. 
 
 
Species 
Segment 
Species Total Percent 
Camp Creek Brownville Rock Creek Thurnau Rulo 
Catfish 3757 5306 5320 4085 2021 20488 76.7% 
Flathead Catfish 453 201  56 48 757 2.8% 
Any Species 1208 1717 1962 438 142 5467 20.5% 
Total 5418 7224 7282 4578 2210 26713  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Species 
Period Species 
Totals 
Percent 
4/1 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/26 5/27 - 6/23 6/24 - 7/21 7/22 - 8/18 8/19 – 9/15 9/16 – 10/13 
Catfish 779 3359 5745 2812 5051 2519 224 20488 76.7% 
Flathead Catfish    69   688 757 2.8% 
Any Species 302 970 987 620 1021 572 995 5467 20.5% 
Total 1081 4328 6733 3500 6071 3091 1908 26713  
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Table 6.  Angler effort (hours) by macrohabitat and creel period by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2006.  
 
Macrohabitat 
Period 
Totals Percent 
4/1 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/26 5/27 - 6/23 6/24 - 7/21 7/22 - 8/18 8/19 – 9/15 9/16 – 10/13 
Tributary 
mouth 
338 229 836 234 629 105 108 2480 9.3% 
Upper inside 
bend 
 590 127 141 773 1039 434 3105 11.6% 
Middle inside  
bend 
244 540 566 447 510 102 138 2547 9.5% 
Lower inside  
bend 
 279 719 399 263 341 577 2578 9.6% 
Inside bend  
total 
244 1409 1412 987 1546 1482 1149 8230 30.8% 
Upper inside  
bend 
 152 524 510 556  330 2072 7.8% 
Middle inside  
bend 
36 1411 1780 755 1076 902 101 6062 22.7% 
Lower outside  
bend 
464 1126 1592 1013 2264 602 69 7130 26.7% 
Outside bend  
total 
500 2689 3896 2278 3896 1504 500 15264 57.1% 
Lower secondary 
channel 
      151 151 0.6% 
Secondary channel 
non-connected 
  588     588 2.2% 
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Table 7.  Angler effort (hours) by macrohabitat and segment by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2006.    
 
Macrohabitat 
Segment 
Totals Percent 
Camp Creek Brownville Rock Creek Thurnau Rulo 
Tributary 
mouth 
260 600 742 452 425 2480 9.3% 
Upper inside  
bend 
515 1323 1006 166 94 3105 11.6% 
Middle inside  
bend 
812 576 881 129 149 2547 9.5% 
Lower inside  
bend 
735 331 754 461 297 2578 9.6% 
Inside bend  
total 
2062 2230 2641 756 540 8230 30.8% 
Upper outside  
bend 
166 589 952  365 2072 7.8% 
Middle outside  
bend 
652 2182 1063 2070 95 6062 22.7% 
Lower outside  
bend 
2127 1036 1883 1300 785 7130 26.7% 
Outside bend  
total 
2945 3807 3898 3370 1245 15264 57.1% 
Lower secondary 
channel 
151     151 0.6% 
Secondary channel 
non-connected 
 588    588 2.2% 
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Table 8.  Angler effort (hours) by microhabitat and creel period by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2006. 
 
Microhabitat 
Period 
Totals Percent 
4/1 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/26 5/27 - 6/23 6/24 - 7/21 7/22 - 8/18 8/19 – 9/15 9/16 – 10/13 
Tributary  
above 
  280    241 521 1.9% 
Tributary  
mouth 
338 76  46   19 479 1.8% 
Tributary upper 
bank 
 38 107  247   392 1.5% 
Tributary lower  
bank 
 38  48 166 105  357 1.3% 
Tributary  
below 
 127 1478 141 216   1962 7.3% 
Tributary  
total 
338 279 1865 235 629 105 260 3711 13.9% 
Channel bank 
cutting  
230 305 2313 1423 3802 1471 666 10211 38.2% 
Channel bank  
filling 
 181     94 275 1.0% 
Channel  
total 
230 486 2313 1423 3802 1471 1093 10486 39.3% 
Wing dike  
upper dike 
  204 294    498 1.9% 
Wing dike  
hole 
  127 70 216 26  440 1.6% 
Wing dike  
inner hole 
 907 502 106 139 417 19 2091 7.8% 
Wing dike  
point bar 
 101 140 352 170  289 1052 3.9% 
Wing dike  
total 
0 1008 973 822 525 443 308 4081 15.3% 
Notched dike inner 
hole 
  311   1039 101 1451 5.4% 
Notched dike  
notch 
82       82 0.3% 
Notched dike  
total 
82 0 311 0 0 1039 101 1533 5.7% 
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Microhabitat 
Period 
Totals Percent 
4/1 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/26 5/27 - 6/23 6/24 - 7/21 7/22 - 8/18 8/19 – 9/15 9/16 – 10/13 
Sandbar 
filling 
    31   31 0.1% 
Chevron  
bankside 
   70 371   441 1.7% 
Revetment scallop 
above 
   261 62   323 1.2% 
Revetment scallop 
point 
 926 311 280 250   1766 6.6% 
Revetment scallop 
upper pool 
 228 421 104   50 804 3.0% 
Revetment scallop 
lower pool 
 304 127     432 1.6% 
Revetment scallop 
below 
36       36 0.1% 
Revetment scallop 
total 
36 1458 859 645 312 0 50 3361 12.6% 
Kicker outside 
dike 
   78 93 32  203 0.8% 
Kicker inside 
dike 
234 838 411 227 93  429 2231 8.4% 
Kicker 
hole 
162 258   216   635 2.4% 
Kicker 
total 
396 1096 411 305 402 32 429 3069 11.5% 
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Table 9.  Angler effort (hours)  by microhabitat and segment by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2003.   
 
 
Microhabitat 
Segment 
Totals Percent 
Camp Creek Brownville Rock Creek Thurnau Rulo 
Tributary  
above 
151 90  280  521 1.9% 
Tributary  
mouth 
76  230 172  479 1.8% 
Tributary upper 
bank 
38 31 216 107  392 1.5% 
Tributary lower  
bank 
38    319 357 1.3% 
Tributary  
below 
107 1507 297  51 1962 7.3% 
Tributary  
total 
410 1628 743 559 370 3711 13.9% 
Channel bank 
cutting  
2297 2252 2322 2182 1158 10211 38.2% 
Channel bank  
filling 
  181  94 275 1.0% 
Channel  
total 
2297 2252 2503 2182 1252 10486 39.3% 
Wing dike  
upper dike 
267   231  498 1.9% 
Wing dike  
hole 
154  286   440 1.6% 
Wing dike  
inner hole 
483 190 1034 181 202 2091 7.8% 
Wing dike  
point bar 
351 124 289 140 149 1052 3.9% 
Wing dike  
total 
1255 314 1609 321 351 4081 15.3% 
Notched dike inner 
hole 
101 1039 311   1451 5.4% 
Notched dike  
notch 
 82    82 0.3% 
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Microhabitat 
Segment 
Totals Percent 
Camp Creek Brownville Rock Creek Thurnau Rulo 
Notched dike  
total 
101 1121 311 0 0 1533 5.7% 
Sandbar 
filling 
 31    31 0.1% 
Chevron  
bankside 
 371 70   441 1.7% 
Revetment scallop 
above 
 126 106 91  323 1.2% 
Revetment scallop 
point 
  523 1161 83 1766 6.6% 
Revetment scallop 
upper pool 
216 505 35  48 804 3.0% 
Revetment scallop 
lower pool 
242 190    432 1.6% 
Revetment scallop 
below 
   36  36 0.1% 
Revetment scallop 
total 
458 821 664 1288 131 3361 12.6% 
Kicker outside 
dike 
 136 35 32  203 0.8% 
Kicker inside 
dike 
658 553 948 72  2231 8.4% 
Kicker 
hole 
238  397   635 2.4% 
Kicker 
total 
896 689 1345 104 0 3069 11.5% 
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Catch 
 Anglers caught almost 13,000 fish while fishing the Missouri River during 2003 (Table 10).  The 
catch per period ranged from 158 fish caught from 26 April through 23 May to 6,239 fish caught from 16 
August through 12 September.  Over 57% of the catch occurred in the Brownville and Rock Creek 
segments.  Catch peaked during the sixth creel period (8/16 - 9/12) for all segments except the Rulo 
segment where the highest catch was during the first creel period (3/29 - 4/25).    Anglers harvested over 
6,000 fish during 2003 (Table 11), representing 47.6% of the fish caught.  The percent of fish harvested 
by creel period ranged from 32.3 to 87.9.  The lowest rate of fish harvested (32.3%) occurred from 16 
August through 12 September.  Anglers released almost 6,700 fish during 2003 (Table 12) with the 
percent of fish released ranging from 12.1 to 67.7 by period.  Almost 68% of the fish released were 
released during the sixth creel period (8/16 - 9/12).   
 Catch, harvest and release rates by period and segment are presented in Table 13.  Total catch 
rates ranged from 0.10 fish/hr from 26 April through 23 May to 0.99 fish/hr from 16 August through 12 
September.  Harvest rates ranged from 0.08 to 0.32 fish/hr and release rates ranged from 0.02 to 0.67 
fish/hr.  Catch rates by segment were derived by dividing the total number of fish caught in that segment 
by the number of hours of effort by time period.  Catch rates by segment ranged from 0.19 fish/hr at Rulo 
to 0.49 fish/hr at Brownville
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Table 10.   Estimated total catch (number of fish) and standard deviation by segment and period by anglers on the Missouri River during 2006. 
Segment 
Period Segment 
totals 
Percent 
4/1 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/26 5/27 - 6/23 6/24 - 7/21 7/22 - 8/18 8/19 – 9/15 9/16 – 10/13 
Camp Creek 
18 
± 15 
359 
± 174 
387 
± 111 
251 
± 43 
459 
± 216 
196 
± 59 
36 
± 23 
1705 
± 309 
19.2% 
Brownville 
0 
 
177 
± 147 
694 
± 228 
259 
± 55 
937 
± 298 
240 
± 91 
135 
± 88 
2442 
± 426 
27.5% 
Rock Creek 
30 
± 30 
283 
± 187 
447 
± 163 
370 
± 163 
778 
± 364 
315 
± 141 
69 
± 38 
2291 
± 493 
25.8% 
Thurnau 
3 
± 3 
159 
± 86 
308 
± 181 
318 
± 199 
629 
± 279 
197 
± 86 
9 
± 6 
1623 
± 407 
18.3% 
Rulo 
0 
 
109 
± 74 
235 
± 153 
260 
± 151 
118 
± 64 
88 
± 49 
4 
± 4 
813 
± 241 
9.2% 
Period Totals 
51 
± 34 
1086 
± 315 
2071 
± 383 
1457 
± 307 
2921 
± 591 
1037 
± 203 
252 
± 99 
8874 
± 862 
 
Percent 0.6% 12.2% 23.3% 16.4% 32.9% 11.7% 2.8%  
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Table 11.   Estimated number of harvested fish and standard deviation by segment and period by anglers on the Missouri River during 2006. 
 
Segment 
Period Segment 
totals 
Percent 
4/1 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/26 5/27 - 6/23 6/24 - 7/21 7/22 - 8/18 8/19 – 9/15 9/16 – 10/13 
Camp Creek 
0 
 
197 
± 121 
112 
± 46 
161 
± 75 
200 
± 75 
62 
± 31 
16 
± 8 
749 
± 170 
17.9% 
Brownville 
0 
 
112 
± 98 
316 
± 126 
169 
± 58 
411 
± 133 
68 
± 37 
17 
± 9 
1093 
± 219 
26.1% 
Rock Creek 
0 
 
157 
± 122 
189 
± 85 
238 
± 123 
383 
± 239 
67 
± 36 
21 
± 10 
1054 
± 309 
25.2% 
Thurnau 
0 
 
103 
± 59 
111 
± 51 
238 
± 189 
395 
± 217 
72 
± 32 
4 
± 2 
922 
± 300 
22.0% 
Rulo 
0 
 
67 
± 50 
50 
± 47 
132 
± 64 
75 
± 43 
38 
± 20 
4 
± 4 
366 
± 105 
8.7% 
Period Totals 
0 
 
637 
± 212 
777 
± 173 
938 
± 253 
1464 
± 359 
306 
± 71 
62 
± 16 
4184 
± 523 
 
Percent 0% 15.2% 18.6% 22.4% 35.0% 7.3% 1.5%  
 
 
Percent of Total 
Harvested 
0% 58.7% 37.5% 64.4% 50.1% 29.5% 24.6% 47.1%  
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Table 12.  Estimated number of released fish and standard deviation by segment and period by anglers on the Missouri River during 2006. 
 
Segment 
Period Segment 
totals 
Percent 
4/1 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/26 5/27 - 6/23 6/24 - 7/21 7/22 - 8/18 8/19 – 9/15 9/16 – 10/13 
Camp Creek 
18 
± 15 
162 
± 58 
275 
± 98 
90 
± 45 
259 
± 145 
134 
± 47 
20 
± 20 
956 
± 197 
20.4% 
Brownville 
0 
 
64 
± 49 
379 
± 168 
90 
± 46 
526 
± 214 
172 
± 62 
118 
± 86 
1349 
± 299 
28.8% 
Rock Creek 
30 
± 30 
126 
± 71 
259 
± 127 
132 
± 115 
395 
± 190 
248 
± 130 
47 
± 32 
1237 
± 298 
26.4% 
Thurnau 
3 
± 3 
56 
± 27 
197 
± 136 
79 
± 60 
234 
± 85 
126 
± 68 
5 
± 5 
701 
± 187 
14.9% 
Rulo 
0 
 
42 
± 25 
185 
± 107 
128 
± 91 
43 
± 31 
50 
± 33 
0 
 
447 
± 150 
9.5% 
Period Totals 
51 
± 34 
449 
± 110 
1294 
± 290 
519 
± 171 
1457 
± 333 
730 
± 170 
190 
± 94 
4690 
± 524 
 
Percent 1.1% 9.6% 27.6% 11.1% 31.1% 15.6% 4.1% 
 
 
 
Percent of Total 
Harvested 
100% 41.3% 62.5% 35.6% 49.9% 70.5% 75.4% 52.9%  
 
. 
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Table 13.  Catch, harvest and release rates (number of fish per angler-hour) by creel period and segment 
by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2006. 
 
 Harvest Rate Released Rate Total Catch Rate 
Period 
4/1 – 4/28 0.00 0.11 0.11 
4/29 – 5/26 0.07 0.12 0.19 
5/27 – 6/23 0.11 0.16 0.27 
6/24 – 7/21 0.33 0.17 0.50 
7/22 – 8/18 0.24 0.27 0.51 
8/18 – 9/15 0.13 0.19 0.32 
9/16 – 10/13 0.03 0.12 0.15 
Total 0.18 0.19 0.36 
Segment 
Camp Creek    
Brownville    
Rock Creek    
Thurnau    
Rulo    
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Species catch 
Shovelnose sturgeon 
 Shovelnose sturgeon were not sought by any of anglers interviewed (Table 14).  Anglers caught 
an estimated 86 shovelnose sturgeon during the 2003 creel season (Table 15).  All of the shovelnose 
sturgeon caught were released.  Total catch rate for shovelnose sturgeon was less than 0.01 fish/hr 
(Table 16).  Shovelnose sturgeon were caught in all segments, with over 66% of the total catch coming 
from the Brownville segment (Table 18).  Over 87% of the shovelnose sturgeon were caught during the 
third creel period (5/24 - 6/20).  
Common carp 
 Common carp were sought by only 1.7% of anglers interviewed.  Anglers caught an estimated 
1,247 common carp, second most abundant species caught, during the 2003 creel season.  Almost 63% 
of the common carp caught were harvested.  Total catch rate for common carp was 0.03 fish/hr. Only 
17% of the common carp harvested were larger than preferred length (530 mm) (Table 17).  Common 
carp were caught in all segments but most (76.6%) were caught from the Camp Creek, Brownville, and 
Rock Creek segments (Table 19).  Common carp were most abundant (46.8%) during the sixth creel 
period (8/16 -9/12). 
Channel catfish 
 Many anglers indicated that they were fishing for "catfish", which could have included blue catfish, 
channel catfish and flathead catfish.  When these anglers were combined with anglers specifically 
seeking channel catfish and flathead catfish, "catfish" were sought by 75.5% of anglers interviewed.  
Channel catfish were specifically identified as being sought by 22.2% of the anglers that were 
interviewed, and was the most abundant fish caught.  Anglers caught an estimated 8,675 channel catfish 
from 29 March through 10 October 2003, of which 44.8% were harvested.  Total catch rate for channel 
catfish was 0.25 fish/hr and the harvest rate was 0.11 fish/hr.  The quality of the channel catfish fishery 
was poor with 24% the channel catfish harvested larger than quality length (410 mm) and none being 
larger than preferred length (610 mm).  Channel catfish were caught in all segments with almost 33% 
coming from the Brownville segment (Table 20).  Channel catfish were caught throughout the survey 
period with 81.1% of the total catch 
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occurring during the fifth and sixth creel periods (7/19 - 9/12).  A length-frequency distribution of 
harvested and released channel catfish is presented in Figure 3. 
Flathead catfish 
 Flathead catfish were sought specifically by 25.3% of the anglers interviewed and were the most 
abundant species caught.  Anglers caught an estimated 1,185 flathead catfish from 29 March through 10 
October 2003, of which 88.7% were harvested. Total catch rate for flathead catfish was 0.05 fish/hr and 
the harvest rate was 0.04 fish/hr.  The quality of the flathead catfish fishery was poor with only 21% of the 
flathead catfish harvested being larger than quality length (510 mm) and none being longer than preferred 
length (610 mm).  Flathead catfish were caught in all segments with the highest overall percentage of 
total catch coming from the Brownville segment (27.8%) (Table 21).  Most flathead catfish (79.2%) were 
caught between 24 May and 15 August.  No flathead catfish were reported caught during the first, second 
and sixth creel periods.  A length-frequency distribution of harvested and released flathead catfish is 
presented in Figure 4.  
Freshwater drum 
 Freshwater drum were not sought by any of the anglers interviewed, however they were the 
fourth most abundant species caught.  Anglers caught an estimated 800 freshwater drum from 29 March 
through 10 October 2003, of which 88.8% were released.  Total catch rate for freshwater drum was 0.03  
fish/hr.  Only one freshwater drum was measured during the 2003 creel season and was in the preferred 
length (380 mm) category.  Freshwater drum were caught in all segments with almost 40% of the catch 
coming from the Brownville segment.  Freshwater drum were not caught prior to the third creel period 
(5/24 - 6/20) and 
54% of the catch occurred during the sixth creel period (8/16 - 9/12) (Table 22).  
Other species 
 Almost 23% of anglers interviewed indicated that they were seeking whatever species were 
biting.  
Species other than channel catfish, flathead catfish, common carp, shovelnose sturgeon and freshwater 
drum made up only 6.1% of the total catch (Table 15).  Almost 35% of these were blue catfish and an 
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additional 34.8% were goldeye.  Other species caught included gar and walleye.  All blue catfish were 
harvested while no gar, goldeye, or walleye were harvested
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Table 14.  Number and percent of anglers who indicated that they were seeking a particular species while 
fishing the Missouri River during 2003.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 15.  Estimated total number of fish harvested, released and caught and the standard error by 
species by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2003. 
 
Species 
Harvested Released Total 
Catch SE Catch SE Catch SE 
Shovelnose sturgeon       
Gar       
Goldeye       
Common carp       
Blue catfish       
Channel catfish       
Flathead catfish       
Walleye       
Freshwater drum       
Total       
Species Number Percent 
Common Carp   
Catfish   
Channel Catfish   
Flathead Catfish   
Any species   
Total   
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Table 16.   Total catch, harvest and release rates by species by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 
2003. 
 
Species Harvest Release Catch 
Shovelnose sturgeon    
Gar    
Goldeye    
Common carp    
Blue catfish    
Channel catfish    
Flathead catfish    
Walleye    
Freshwater drum    
Total    
                     
 
Table 17.  PSD and RSD values for harvested fish by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2003. 
 
Species N PSD 
RSD-P 
(preferred) 
RSD-M 
(memorable) 
RSD-T 
(trophy) 
Common carp      
Channel catfish      
Flathead catfish      
Freshwater drum      
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Table 18.  Estimated total catch (harvested fish) of shovelnose sturgeon by segment and period and totals with standard deviations for anglers 
fishing the Missouri River during 2003. 
 
 
 
 
Segment 
Period 
Harvested Released Total Percent 
3/29-4/25 4/26-5/23 5/24-6/20 6/21-7/18 7/19-8/15 8/16-9/12 9/13-10/10 
Camp Creek 
           
Brownville 
           
Rock Creek 
           
Thurnau 
           
Rulo 
           
Harvested 
           
Released 
           
Total 
           
Percent            
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Table 19.  Estimated total catch (harvested fish) of common carp by segment and period and totals with standard deviations by anglers fishing the 
Missouri River during 2003. 
 
 
 
Segment 
Period 
Harvested Released Total Percent 
3/29-4/25 4/26-5/23 5/24-6/20 6/21-7/18 7/19-8/15 8/16-9/12 9/13-10/10 
Camp Creek 
           
Brownville 
           
Rock Creek 
           
Thurnau 
           
Rulo 
           
Harvested 
           
Released 
           
Total 
           
Percent            
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Table 20.  Estimated total catch (harvested fish) of channel catfish by segment and period and totals with standard deviations by anglers fishing 
the Missouri River during 2003. 
 
 
 
 
Segment 
Period 
Harvested Released Total Percent 
3/29-4/25 4/26-5/23 5/24-6/20 6/21-7/18 7/19-8/15 8/16-9/12 9/13-10/10 
Camp Creek 
           
Brownville 
           
Rock Creek 
           
Thurnau 
           
Rulo 
           
Harvested 
           
Released 
           
Total 
           
Percent            
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Figure 3.   Length-frequency of harvested and released channel catfish by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2003. 
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Table 21.  Estimated total catch (harvested fish) of flathead catfish by segment and period and totals with standard deviations  by anglers fishing 
the Missouri River during 2003. 
 
 
 
 
Segment 
Period 
Harvested Released Total Percent 
3/29-4/25 4/26-5/23 5/24-6/20 6/21-7/18 7/19-8/15 8/16-9/12 9/13-10/10 
Camp Creek 
           
Brownville 
           
Rock Creek 
           
Thurnau 
           
Rulo 
           
Harvested 
           
Released 
           
Total 
           
Percent            
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Figure 4.  Length frequency of harvested and released flathead catfish by anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2003. 
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Table 22.  Estimated total catch (harvested fish) of freshwater drum by segment and period and totals with standard deviations by anglers fishing 
the Missouri River during 2003. 
 
 
 
 
Segment 
Period 
Harvested Released Total Percent 
3/29-4/25 4/26-5/23 5/24-6/20 6/21-7/18 7/19-8/15 8/16-9/12 9/13-10/10 
Camp Creek 
           
Brownville 
           
Rock Creek 
           
Thurnau 
           
Rulo 
           
Harvested 
           
Released 
           
Total 
           
Percent            
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Angling 
 A long-term goal of conducting annual creel surveys on the Missouri River is to develop 
educational materials for recreational fishing on the Missouri River, based upon survey results.  We will 
compare season, bait, macrohabitat and microhabitat fished and river conditions when anglers are 
specifically seeking a certain species.  
 When anglers target certain species is presented in Table 23.  Channel catfish were targeted up 
until 12 September, and flathead catfish were targeted from 24 May to the end of the creel season.   
Shovelnose sturgeon were not targeted in this reach of the river.  Fishing pressure on channel catfish 
remained fairly steady, however flathead catfish pressure peaked during the third (5/24 - 6/20) and fifth 
(7/19 - 8/15) creel periods.  Table 24 presents information on the bait used when targeting a specific 
species and Table 25 presents information on the percent of fish caught using specific baits.  Corn was 
the most common bait used to target common carp (60.0%) but only 15.8% of the carp were caught on 
corn.  Most (35.9%) of the anglers seeking channel catfish used night crawlers, however stink/blood bait 
proved to be the most effective way of catching channel catfish (38.0%).  Anglers seeking flathead catfish 
used live fish (minnows, chubs, goldfish, bluegill, and common carp) 87.8% of the time, and 70% of the 
flathead catfish were caught using these same baits, night crawlers accounted for an additional 23.3% of 
the catch.  Night crawlers were the most common bait used to catch both shovelnose sturgeon and 
freshwater drum.  In fact, night crawlers were the most successful bait for all species except flathead 
catfish. 
 Table 26 presents information on the macrohabitat fished by anglers seeking a particular species 
and Table 27 presents information on which macrohabitats each species was actually caught from.  Most 
(80%) anglers seeking common carp fished inside bends but only 42.2% of the carp were caught in this 
macrohabitat.  The most popular habitat for anglers seeking channel catfish was inside bends (51.7%) 
and almost 63% of the channel catfish were caught in this macrohabitat.  Although anglers seeking 
flathead catfish spent over 57% of their total effort in inside bend macrohabitats, only 46.7% of flathead 
catfish were caught in this macrohabitat.  The upper inside bend and lower outside bend were the best 
macrohabitats for catching shovelnose sturgeon, while upper inside and middle outside bends were the 
best macrohabitat habitat for freshwater drum. 
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 Table 28 presents information on the microhabitat fished by anglers seeking a particular species 
and Table 29 presents information on the microhabitats where each species was actually caught.  
Shovelnose sturgeon were caught primarily from inside of kicker dikes, wing dike upper dike and 
revetment scallop above (87.5%).   Anglers fished the inside of kicker dikes 60% of the time while 
targeting common carp, while only 15.8% of carp were caught in this microhabitat.  Almost 38% of the 
total effort fishing for channel catfish was from wing dike microhabitat and 54.3% of the catch was from 
these microhabitats. Revetment scallops were fished by 29.7% of anglers targeting channel catfish but 
only produced 12.6% of the channel catfish caught.  Flathead anglers concentrated mainly in the channel 
bank cutting (26.0%) and wing dike inner hole (26.0%) microhabitats, and 50% of the flatheads were 
caught in these microhabitats.  Revetment scallops only produced 6.6% of the flathead catfish caught 
while revetments (channel border cutting) produced 30%.  Most freshwater drum were caught from the 
channel bank cutting or wing dike inner hole microhabitats. 
 Tables 30 and 31 compare the species sought and number of each species caught by bank and 
boat anglers, respectively.  Bank anglers were more generalists compared to boat anglers seeking any 
species 33.9% of the time compared to 19.8% for the boat anglers.  Boat anglers targeted flathead catfish 
with more intensity (30.4%) than bank anglers (6.5%).  Boat anglers caught a higher percentage of 
common carp, channel catfish and flathead catfish while bank anglers caught more shovelnose sturgeon, 
gar, goldeye and freshwater drum.  Table 32 compares the percent of bank and boat anglers fishing 
different macrohabitats and Table 33 compares the percent of bank and boat anglers fishing different 
microhabitats.  Bank anglers selected a greater percentage of outside bend macrohabitats and boat 
anglers selected more inside bend macrohabitats  Boat anglers fished wing dike and bankline 
microhabitats more frequently while bank anglers fished the tributary mouth and revetment scallops more 
frequently. 
 Daily water temperatures and secchi disk (cm) readings are presented in Figure 5.  Water 
temperature ranged from 7 to 30 C throughout the year and increased gradually until August when 
temperatures started to decline.  Secchi disk readings fluctuated but gradually increased throughout the 
year.  Secchi disk readings ranged from 2 to 39 cm.  Table 34 presents information on water temperature 
when anglers chose to target a particular species and Table 35 presents information on water 
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temperature when fish were caught.  Channel catfish were targeted at all water temperatures greater than 
10 C.  
Flathead catfish were targeted more frequently when the water temperature was above 20 C.  
Shovelnose sturgeon catch peaked when water temperatures were between 21 and 25 C.  Common carp 
were caught most frequently in water temperatures from 21 to 30 C.  Channel catfish catch peaked when 
water temperatures were above 25  C while flathead catfish catch was fairly consistent when temperature 
were between 21 - 30  C.  Table 36 presents information on water transparency (secchi disk) when 
anglers chose to target a particular species and Table 37 presents information on water transparency 
(secchi disk) when fish were caught.  All shovelnose sturgeon were caught when water transparency was 
less than 30 cm while channel and flathead catfish were caught under a wider range of conditions. 
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Table 23.  Percent of anglers seeking a particular species by period while fishing the Missouri River during 2006. 
 
  
Species 
Period 
Number Percent 
4/1 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/26 5/27 - 6/23 6/24 - 7/21 7/22 - 8/18 8/19 – 9/15 9/16 – 10/13 
Shovelnose sturgeon        11 1.7% 
“Skipjack”        1 0.2% 
Grass carp        1 0.2% 
Common carp        15 2.4% 
Bighead carp        1 0.2% 
Buffalo        1 0.2% 
Catfish        211 33.0% 
Channel catfish        38 6.0% 
Flathead catfish        77 12.1% 
Bluegill        1 0.2% 
Freshwater drum        2 0.3% 
Any species        280 43.8% 
Number         639  
Percent          
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Table 24.   Percent of anglers using types of bait by species sought while fishing the Missouri River 
during 2006. 
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T
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Number of anglers            
Green worm            
Night crawler            
Minnow            
Chub            
“Skipjack”            
Goldfish            
Bluegill            
Common carp            
Bullhead            
Channel catfish            
Flathead catfish            
Cutup fish            
Stink/blood bait            
Entrails            
Corn            
Liver            
Frog            
Grasshoppers            
Shrimp            
Crayfish            
Doughball            
Marshmallows            
Artificial            
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Table 25.  Percent of anglers using types of bait by species caught while fishing the Missouri River from 
Camp Creek to the Kansas State line during 2003. 
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Number of fish           
Green worm           
Night crawler           
Minnow           
Chub           
Crayfish           
Goldfish           
Bluegill           
Cutup fish           
Stink/blood bait           
Corn           
Liver           
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Table 26.  Percent of anglers using macrohabitat by species sought while fishing the Missouri River 
during 2003.    
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Tributary mouth            
Upper inside bend            
Middle inside bend            
Lower inside bend            
Inside bend total            
Upper inside bend            
Middle outside bend            
Lower outside bend            
Outside bend total            
Upper secondary channel            
Lower secondary channel            
Secondary channel  
non-connected 
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Table 27.  Percent of fish caught by anglers by species by macrohabitat by anglers while fishing the 
Missouri River during 2003. 
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Number of fish           
Upper inside bend           
Middle inside bend           
Lower inside bend           
Inside bend total           
Upper inside bend           
Middle outside 
bend 
          
Lower outside 
bend 
          
Outside bend total           
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Table 28. Percent of anglers using microhabitat by species sought while fishing the Missouri River during 
2003. 
 
 
 
Microhabitat 
Common 
carp Catfish 
Channel 
catfish 
Flathead 
catfish 
Any 
species Total 
Number of anglers       
Tributary mouth       
Tributary lower bank       
Tributary below       
Tributaries total       
Channel bank cutting       
Channel bank filling       
Sand Bar cutting       
Channel total       
Wing dike upper dike       
Wing dike hole       
Wing dike inner hole       
Wing dike point bar       
Wing dike total       
Notched dike inner hole       
Notch dike total       
Revetment scallop above       
Revetment scallop point       
Revetment scallop upper pool       
Revetment scallop lower pool       
Revetment scallop below       
Revetment scallop total       
Kicker outside dike       
Kicker inside dike       
Kicker hole       
Kicker total       
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Table 29.  Percent of fish caught by anglers by species by microhabitat while fishing the Missouri River 
during 2003. 
 
 
 
Microhabitat 
Common 
carp Catfish 
Channel 
catfish 
Flathead 
catfish 
Any 
species Total 
Number of anglers       
Tributary mouth       
Tributary lower bank       
Tributary below       
Tributaries total       
Channel bank cutting       
Channel bank filling       
Sand Bar cutting       
Channel total       
Wing dike upper dike       
Wing dike hole       
Wing dike inner hole       
Wing dike point bar       
Wing dike total       
Notched dike inner hole       
Notch dike total       
Revetment scallop above       
Revetment scallop point       
Revetment scallop upper pool       
Revetment scallop lower pool       
Revetment scallop below       
Revetment scallop total       
Kicker outside dike       
Kicker inside dike       
Kicker hole       
Kicker total       
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Table 30.  Percent of anglers seeking fish species by access type while fishing the Missouri River during 
2003. 
 
 
Species Access 
Bank Boat 
Number of anglers   
Common carp   
Catfish   
Channel catfish   
Flathead catfish   
Any species   
 
 
 
 
Table 31.  Percent of fish caught by access type while fishing the Missouri River during 2003. 
 
 
 
Species Access 
Bank Boat 
Number of Fish   
Shovelnose sturgeon   
Gar   
Goldeye   
Common carp   
Blue catfish   
Channel catfish   
Flathead catfish   
Walleye   
Freshwater drum   
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Table 32.  Percent of bank and boat anglers by macrohabitat that fished the Missouri River during 2003. 
 
 
 Macrohabitat Bank Boat 
Number of anglers   
Upper inside bend   
Middle inside bend   
Lower inside bend   
Inside bend total   
Upper inside bend   
Middle outside bend   
Lower outside bend   
Outside bend total   
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Table 33.  Percent of bank and boat anglers by microhabitat that fished the Missouri River during 2003. 
 
 
 
Microhabitat Bank  Boat 
Number of anglers   
Tributary mouth   
Tributary lower bank   
Tributary below   
Tributaries total   
Channel bank cutting   
Channel bank filling   
Sand Bar cutting   
Channel total   
Wing dike upper dike   
Wing dike hole   
Wing dike inner hole   
Wing dike point bar   
Wing dike total   
Notched dike inner hole   
Notch dike total   
Revetment scallop above   
Revetment scallop point   
Revetment scallop upper pool   
Revetment scallop lower pool   
Revetment scallop below   
Revetment scallop total   
Kicker outside dike   
Kicker inside dike   
Kicker hole   
Kicker total   
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Figure 5.  Water temperature ( C) and secchi disk depth (cm) readings from the Missouri River during 2003.
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Table 34.  Percent of anglers seeking a species by range of water temperature from the Missouri River 
during 2003. 
 
Species 
Water Temperature (˚C) Number of 
anglers 0-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 
Number of anglers       
Percent of anglers       
Common carp       
Catfish       
Channel catfish       
Flathead catfish       
Any species       
 
 
 
Table 35.  Percent of species catch by range of water temperature for anglers fishing the Missouri River 
during 2003. 
 
 
Species 
Water Temperature (˚C) Number of 
fish 0-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 
Number of fish       
Percent of fish       
Shovelnose sturgeon       
Gar       
Goldeye       
Common carp       
Blue catfish       
Channel catfish       
Flathead catfish       
Walleye       
Freshwater drum       
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Table 36.  Percent of anglers seeking a species by range of water transparency (cm) from the Missouri 
River during 2003. 
 
Species 
Secchi disk depth (cm) Number of 
anglers 1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 
Number of anglers       
Percent of anglers       
Common carp       
Catfish       
Channel catfish       
Flathead catfish       
Any species       
 
 
Table 37.  Percent of species catch by range of water transparency (cm) for anglers fishing the Missouri 
River during 2003. 
 
Species 
Secchi disk depth (cm) Number 
of fish 1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 
Number of fish       
Percent of fish       
Shovelnose sturgeon       
Gar       
Goldeye       
Common carp       
Blue catfish       
Channel catfish       
Flathead catfish       
Walleye       
Freshwater drum       
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Other Angler Information 
 Male anglers outnumbered female anglers almost seven to one during the survey (Table 38). 
Only 7.0% of the anglers were less than 16 years of age while 16.3% of the anglers were over 60 years of 
age.  Almost all anglers interviewed during the creel survey were from Nebraska or Missouri (95.5%) 
(Table 39).  Almost 96% of the anglers were bait fishing.  Only 3.5% of the anglers interviewed were 
actively running set lines when they were interviewed and only 8.7% said they had run set lines at some 
time during 2003. 
 
Table 38.  Gender and age of anglers fishing the Missouri River during 2006. 
 
 Frequency Percent 
Sex 
Male 327 87.4 
Female 47 12.6 
Age 
0-5 2 0.5 
6-10 7 1.9 
11-15 29 7.8 
16-20 11 2.9 
21-25 26 7.0 
26-30 28 7.5 
31-35 34 9.1 
36-40 28 7.5 
41-45 37 9.9 
46-50 46 12.3 
51-55 50 13.4 
56-60 32 8.6 
61-65 19 5.1 
66-70 13 3.5 
71-75 4 1.1 
76-80 4 1.1 
>80 4 1.1 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 39.  State of residence, angling method, and set lining use for anglers fishing the Missouri River 
during 2006. 
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Demographic Number Percent 
State of Residence 
Iowa 1 0.3 
Kansas 16 4.3 
Louisiana 1 0.3 
Missouri 187 50.0 
Nebraska 169 45.2 
Angling method 
Bait fishing 363 97.1 
Set lining 10 2.7 
Archery 1 0.3 
Have you run set lines this year? 
Yes 84 22.6 
No 287 77.4 
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Discussion 
 One change was made in the design of the creel survey used during 2003 based on the 
experience gained during 2002. 
1.   We made tributaries strictly a microhabitat as we continue to develop a logical and practical way to 
define and describe macro and microhabitats on the Missouri River. 
 In Table 40 we compare selected parameters from the 2000 (Mestl 2001) and 2002 (Mestl 2003) 
creel surveys of the Missouri River from Bellevue to Camp Creek and the 2001 (Mestl 2002) and 2003 
creel survey from Camp Creek to Kansas State line.  The overall effort on this reach of river increased by 
over 8,000 angler hours from 2001, but was only 45% and 29% as much when compared to the upper 
reach in 2000 and 2002 data respectively.  Most of this difference was during the first three creel periods.  
Effort in the Camp Creek to Kansas state line segment during the late summer period (late June though 
mid September) was only 2,000 angler hours higher in 2003 than 2001.  Instead of the high water 
conditions that anglers had to deal with throughout the spring of 2001 and parts of the summer in 2000, 
the river was lower and safer during much of 2003 (Figure 2).  
 The percent of weekend hours fished in the Camp Creek to Kansas state line segment in 2003 
(62.8%) was down compared to the same segment in 2001 (69.0%) but still had a higher percentage then 
the Bellevue to Camp Creek reach from 2000 and 2002.  In 2001 and 2003, no anglers were seeking 
shovelnose sturgeon as compared to 3.1% and 2.4% of anglers from 2000 and 2002 respectively.  The 
percent of anglers seeking "catfish" decreased from 77.8% in 2001 to 70.9% in 2003 for the Camp Creek 
to Kansas state line segment.  This was higher then the reach from Bellevue to Camp Creek where 
anglers are more generalists.  Total catch for all species increased by 36% from 2001 to 2003 while the 
percent of released fish remained steady at approximately 52%. The catch rate was nearly the same in 
2003 compared to 2001 for the Camp Creek to Kansas state line segment but down slightly from 2000 
and 2002.  The percent of shovelnose sturgeon and flathead catfish caught went down, but channel 
catfish and freshwater drum catch from the Camp Creek to Kansas state line segment was up for 2003 
over 2001.  The percent of common carp remained the same.  Similar trends were seen in catch rates for 
these species.  The quality of channel and flathead catfish caught by anglers was lower in 2003 
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compared to 2001.  The number of Nebraska residents increased slightly and the number of anglers that 
ran setlines decreased in 2003 compared to 2001. 
 Past creel surveys conducted on the river are summarized and compared to the present survey in 
Table 41.  The number of fish harvested was standardized to number of fish per hectare.  A standard 
surface area of 24.1 hectares per kilometer (96 acres per mile) (Morris et al. 1968) was used to 
standardize the present survey and the surveys conducted in 1972-1973 (Groen 1973) and 1978-1979 
(Hesse 1980).   
     Fishing effort per hectare (13.1 hours) during 2003 was up for this segment from 2001 (9.6 hours) 
(Table 41).  Overall catch rate (harvest) during 2003 (0.18 fish per hour) was the same as 2001.  The total 
number of fish harvested per hectare of water from this reach (2.65) was below the mean for all surveys 
(4.31).  The number of sturgeon harvested in 2003 (0.00 per hectare) was down from 2001 (0.03 per 
hectare).  The number of common carp harvested in 2003 (0.34 per hectare) was up from 2001 (0.18 per 
hectare).  Channel catfish harvest was up in 2003 (1.69 per hectare) higher than 2000, 2001 and 2002 
and was higher than the average reported for the Missouri River (1.16 per hectare).  Flathead catfish 
harvest during 2003 (0.46 per hectare) was down from 2001 (0.55) and lower than the average reported 
for the Missouri River (0.49 per hectare). The number of freshwater drum harvested in 2003 (0.04 per 
hectare) was up from 2001 (< 0.01) when almost no drum were harvested.  
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Table 40.  Comparison of selected parameters between the 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2003 Missouri River creel surveys. 
 
 
Parameter 
Bellevue to Camp Creek 
Camp Creek to Kansas State 
Line 
2000 2002 2001 2003 
Number of creel periods     
Effort (hours)     
Effort (hours) creel periods 1-3     
Effort (hours) creel periods 4-6     
Percent weekend hours     
Percent of total effort fishing for 
Shovelnose sturgeon     
Common carp     
Channel catfish     
Flathead catfish     
All “catfish”     
Freshwater drum     
Any species     
Total catch     
Harvested fish     
Released fish     
Percent released fish     
Catch rate     
Harvest rate     
Release rate     
Percent of total catch 
Shovelnose sturgeon     
Common carp     
Channel catfish     
Flathead catfish     
Freshwater drum     
Catch rate (fish/hour) 
Shovelnose sturgeon     
Common carp     
Channel catfish     
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Flathead catfish     
Freshwater drum     
RSD-preferred 
RSD-preferred channel catfish     
RSD-preferred flathead catfish     
Percent of Nebraska residents     
Percent of anglers that ran 
setlines 
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Table 41.  Comparison between Missouri River creel studies 
 
Year 
2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 
1972-
1973 
1972-
1973 
1978-
1979 
1985-
1986 
1984-
1985 
1983-
1984 
1986-
1987 
Stonecat               
Northern pike               
Burbot               
White bass               
Largemouth 
bass 
              
Bluegill               
Crappie               
Sauger               
Walleye               
Freshwater 
drum 
              
Other fish               
Total fish               
 
Total hours               
Fish per hour               
Hectares of 
water 
              
Hours per 
hectare 
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Appendix II - SAS format statement for the 2003 Missouri River Creel
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PROC FORMAT LIBRARY=RIVERLIB; 
 
VALUE TYPEFMT  1='WEEKEND' 
               2='WEEKDAY'; 
 
VALUE WHEREFMT 1='BANK' 
               2='BOAT'; 
 
VALUE PERFMT   1='MAR 29 - APR 25' 
               2='APR 26 - MAY 23' 
               3='MAY 24 - JUN 20' 
               4='JUN 21 - JUL 18' 
               5='JUL 19 - AUG 15' 
               6='AUG 16 - SEP 12' 
               7='SEP 13 - OCT 10'; 
 
VALUE DAYFMT   1='SATURDAY' 
               2='SUNDAY' 
               3='MONDAY' 
               4='TUESDAY' 
               5='WEDNESDAY' 
               6='THURSDAY' 
               7='FRIDAY'; 
 
VALUE SEXFMT   1='MALE' 
                                  2='FEMALE'; 
 
VALUE TRIPFMT  1='COMPLETE' 
                                 2='INCOMPLETE'; 
 
VALUE SETFMT   1='YES' 
                                 2='NO'; 
 
VALUE FISHFMT  1='BAIT FISHING' 
                               2='CASTING' 
                               3='DRIFTING' 
                               4='SET LINING' 
                               5='TROT LINING' 
                               6='ARCHERY' 
                               7='SNAGGING' 
                               8='JUG FISHING'; 
 
VALUE BANKFMT  1='NE BANK' 
                                2='IAMO BANK' 
                                3='NE BOAT' 
                                4='IAMO BOAT'; 
 
VALUE DIRFMT   1='UPRIVER' 
                                 2='DOWNRIVER'; 
 
 
 
 
 
VALUE WINDFMT  0='CALM <1' 
                1='LIGHT AIR 1-3' 
                2='LIGHT BREEZE 4-7' 
                3='GENTLE BREEZE 8-12' 
                4='MOD BREEZE 13-18' 
                5='FRESH BREEZE 19-24' 
                6='STRONG BREEZE 25-31' 
                7='MODERATE GALE 32-38' 
                8='FRESH GALE 39-46'; 
 
VALUE WEATHFMT 1='NO EFFECT' 
                                   2='LIGHTNING' 
                                   3='PRECIPITATION'; 
 
VALUE NAVFMT   1='NO DEBRIS' 
                               2='SOME DEBRIS' 
                               3='HEAVY DEBRIS' 
                               4='ICE'; 
 
VALUE SEGFMT 
                  3333='PRIVATE PROPERTY' 
                  4444='PRIVATE RAMP' 
 
                  8450='CAMP CR-BROWNVILLE' 
                  8460='BROWNVILLE-ROCK CR' 
                  8470='ROCK CR-THURNAU' 
                  8480='THURNAU-RULO' 
                  8490='RULO-KANSAS' 
 
                  8405='PRIVATE PROPERTY' 
 
                  8432='RIVERSIDE RAMP' 
 
                  8441='HAMB CHUTE MIT' 
                  8443='HAMB CHAN MIT' 
                  8444='LOW HAMB CHAN MIT' 
                  8446='HAMBURG RAMP' 
 
                  8451='KANSAS BEND MIT' 
                  8452='NISHNABOTNA RIVER' 
                  8453='PERU RAMP' 
                  8454='PERU ACCESS' 
                  8455='NISH RAMP' 
                  8456='NISH MIT CHAN' 
 
                  8461='LANGDON CHANNEL MIT' 
                  8462='BROWN RAMP' 
                  8463='LANGDON CHUTE MIT' 
                  8464='BROWNVILLE SRA' 
                  8465='LANGDON ACCESS' 
                  8467='LITTLE NEMA RIV' 
                  8466='LANGDON RAMP' 
 
                  8471='INDIAN CV RAMP' 
                  8472='INDIAN CV SP' 
                  8473='LINCOLN BEND' 
                  8474='HOOT OWL ACCESS' 
                  8475='DEROIN BEND MIT' 
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                  8476='THURNAU RAMP' 
                  8477='THURNAU MIT' 
                  8478='THURNAU ACCESS' 
                  8479='CORNING MIT CHAN' 
 
                  8481='RUSH BOTTOM MIT' 
                  8482='RULO RAMP' 
                  8483='RULO ACCESS' 
                  8484='BIG NEMA RIV' 
 
                  8491='NODAWAY' 
                  8492='NODAWAY RAMP' 
 
                  9000='UNKNOWN' 
 
                  1111='Start Time' 
                  9999='Stop Time'; 
 
 
VALUE BAITFMT     
                    01='Green worm' 
                    02='Night crawler' 
                    03='Minnow' 
                    04='Chub' 
                   920='Crayfish' 
                   174='Goldfish' 
                   730='Bluegill' 
                   305='Bullhead' 
                    09='Cutup fish' 
                    10='Stink bait' 
                    11='Blood bait' 
                    12='Entrails' 
                    13='Artificial' 
                    14='Leeches' 
                    15='Salamanders' 
                    16='Corn' 
                    17='Liver' 
                    18='Frog' 
                    19='Grasshoppers' 
                    20='Shrimp' 
                    21='Doughball' 
                    22='Marshmallows' 
                    62='Goldeye' 
                   178='Common carp' 
                   360='Channel catfish'; 
 
 
 
 
 
VALUE MACROFMT 
 
                    21='Upper Inside Bend' 
                    22='Middle Inside Bend' 
                    23='Lower Inside Bend' 
 
                    61='Upper Outside Bend' 
                    62='Middle Outside Bend' 
                    63='Lower Outside Bend' 
 
                    81='Upper Secondary Channel' 
                    82='Middle Secondary Channel' 
                    83='Lower Secondary Channel' 
 
              85='Secondary Channel Non- 
          Connected' 
 
                    91='Inside Channel Crossover' 
                    92='Middle Channel Crossover' 
                    93='Outside Channel Crossover'; 
 
VALUE MICROFMT    
                    10='Tributary above' 
                    11='Tributary mouth' 
                    12='Tributary upper bank' 
                    13='Tributary lower bank' 
                    14='Tributary below' 
                    15='Tributary bar' 
 
                    20='Main channel bank cutting' 
                    21='Main channel bank filling' 
                    22='Thalweg' 
 
                    30='Wing dike upper dike' 
                    31='Wing dike hole' 
                    32='Wing dike inner hole' 
                    33='Wing dike point bar' 
 
                    40='Notched dike upper dike' 
                    41='Notched dike hole' 
                    42='Notched dike inner hole' 
                    43='Notched dike point bar' 
                    44='Notched dike notch' 
 
                    50='Sandbar cutting' 
                    51='Sandbar filling' 
                    52='Sandbar pool' 
                    53='Sandbar surface' 
                    54='Sandbar tip' 
 
                    56='Vegetated island tip' 
                    57='Vegetated island cutting' 
                    58='Vegetated island filling' 
 
                    60='Chervron riverside' 
                    61='Chevron bankside' 
                    62='Chevron below' 
 
                    70='Revetment scallop above' 
                    71='Revetment scallop point' 
                    72='Revetment scallop upper pool' 
                    73='Revetment scallop lower pool' 
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                    74='Revetment scallop below' 
            80='Secondary channel entrance           
          structure' 
                    81='Secondary channel exit 
structure' 
 
                    90='Kicker outside dike' 
                    91='Kicker inside dike' 
                    92='Kicker hole'; 
 
VALUE STRUCFMT    
                    10='Natural' 
                    11='Snag' 
                    12='Pilings' 
                    13='River rock' 
                    14='Limestone' 
                    15='Red rock' 
                    16='Cement' 
                    17='Cars' 
                    18='Bridge pilings'; 
 
 
VALUE SPECFMT     
                    10 ='Lamprey Family' 
                    12 ='Chestnut Lamprey' 
                    14 ='Silver Lamprey' 
                    20 ='Sturgeon Family' 
                    24 ='Lake Sturgeon' 
                    26 ='Pallid Sturgeon' 
                    28 ='Shovelnose Sturgeon' 
                    30 ='Paddlefish Family' 
                    32 ='Paddlefish' 
                    40 ='Gar Family' 
                    42 ='Longnose Gar' 
                    44 ='Shortnose Gar' 
                    50 ='Bowfin Family' 
                    52 ='Bowfin' 
                    60 ='Mooneye Family' 
                    62 ='Goldeye' 
                    64 ='Mooneye' 
                    66 ='Skipjack' 
                    70 ='Freshwater Eel Family' 
                    72 ='American Eel' 
                    80 ='Herring Family' 
 82 ='Skipjack Herring' 
 84 ='Alewife' 
 86 ='Gizzard Shad' 
 88 ='Threadfin Shad' 
100 ='Carp and Minnow Family' 
102 ='Central Stoneroller' 
104 ='Lake Chub ' 
106 ='Speckled Chub' 
108 ='Sturgeon Chub' 
110 ='Sicklefin Chub' 
112 ='Silver Chub' 
114 ='Hornyhead Chub' 
116 ='Flathead Chub' 
118 ='Creek Chub' 
120 ='Red Shiner' 
122 ='Spotfin Shiner' 
126 ='Common Shiner' 
128 ='Golden Shiner' 
130 ='Emerald Shiner' 
132 ='River Shiner' 
134 ='Bigmouth Shiner' 
136 ='Blacknose Shiner' 
138 ='Spottail Shiner' 
144 ='Sand Shiner' 
146 ='Silverband Shiner' 
148 ='Topeka Shiner' 
150 ='Western Silvery Minnow' 
152 ='Brassy Minnow' 
154 ='Mississippi Silvery Minnow' 
156 ='Plains Minnow' 
158 ='Suckermouth Minnow' 
160 ='Bluntnose Minnow' 
162 ='Fathead Minnow' 
164 ='Pearl Dace' 
166 ='Northern Redbelly Dace' 
168 ='Finescale Dace' 
170 ='Blacknose Dace' 
172 ='Longnose Dace' 
174 ='Goldfish' 
176 ='Grass Carp' 
178 ='Common Carp' 
180 ='Silver Carp' 
182 ='Bighead Carp' 
184 ='Rudd' 
200 ='Sucker Family' 
210 ='Carpsucker' 
212 ='River Carpsucker' 
214 ='Quillback' 
220 ='Sucker' 
222 ='Longnose Sucker' 
224 ='White Sucker' 
226 ='Mountain Sucker' 
230 ='Blue Sucker' 
240 ='Lake Chubsucker' 
250 ='Buffalo' 
252 ='Smallmouth Buffalo' 
254 ='Bigmouth Buffalo' 
256 ='Black Buffalo' 
260 ='Redhorse' 
262 ='Shorthead Redhorse' 
300 ='Bullhead Catfish Family' 
305 ='Bullhead' 
310 ='Black Bullhead' 
320 ='Yellow Bullhead' 
330 ='Brown Bullhead' 
340 ='Catfish' 
350 ='Blue Catfish' 
360 ='Channel Catfish' 
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370 ='Flathead Catfish' 
380 ='Stonecat' 
390 ='Tadpole Madtom' 
400 ='Pike Family' 
410 ='Grass Pickerel' 
420 ='Northern Pike' 
430 ='Muskellunge' 
435 ='Tiger Muskellunge' 
450 ='Mudminnow Family' 
452 ='Central Mudminnow' 
460 ='Smelt Family' 
461 ='Rainbow Smelt' 
500 ='Trout Family' 
505 ='Cutthroat Trout' 
510 ='Coho Salmon' 
520 ='Rainbow Trout' 
521 ='Rbt Ennis' 
522 ='Rbt Shasta' 
523 ='Rbt Erwin' 
524 ='Rbt Eagle Lake' 
525 ='Rbt McConaughy' 
526 ='Rbt Boulder' 
527 ='Rbt Wigwam' 
528 ='Rbt Fish Lake Desmet' 
529 ='Rbt Kamloop' 
530 ='Rbt Red Band' 
531 ='Rbt London' 
532 ='Rbt Fall River' 
550 ='Kokanee Salmon' 
555 ='Chinook Salmon' 
560 ='Brown Trout' 
561 ='Bnt Soda Lake' 
562 ='Bnt Wild Rose' 
563 ='Bnt Seeforellen' 
565 ='Brook Trout' 
575 ='Cod Family' 
577 ='Burbot' 
580 ='Killifish Family' 
582 ='Plains Topminnow' 
584 ='Plains Killifish' 
585 ='Livebearer Family' 
587 ='Western Mosquitofish' 
590 ='Silverside Family' 
592 ='Brook Silverside ' 
595 ='Stickleback Family' 
597 ='Brook Stickleback' 
600 ='Temperate Bass Family' 
610 ='White Perch' 
620 ='White Bass ' 
630 ='Yellow Bass' 
640 ='Striped Bass' 
645 ='Striped Bass Hybrid' 
650 ='Sunshine Bass' 
655 ='Palmetto Bass' 
700 ='Sunfish Family' 
710 ='Sunfish/Crappie/Rock Bass' 
714 ='Rock Bass' 
716 ='Sacramento Perch' 
720 ='Sunfish (No Crappie)' 
722 ='Green Sunfish' 
724 ='Pumpkinseed' 
725 ='Sunfish Hybrid' 
726 ='Orangespotted Sunfish' 
728 ='O. Spotted X Gr. Sunfish Hybrid' 
730 ='Bluegill' 
735 ='Bluegill X Gr. Sunfish Hybrid' 
740 ='Redear Sunfish' 
745 ='Bluegill X Redear Hybrid' 
750 ='Smallmouth Bass' 
760 ='Spotted Bass' 
770 ='Largemouth Bass' 
775 ='Black Bass' 
780 ='White Crappie' 
785 ='Crappie' 
790 ='Black Crappie' 
795 ='Crappie Hybrid' 
800 ='Perch Family' 
810 ='Iowa Darter' 
814 ='Johnny Darter' 
816 ='Orangethroat Darter' 
818 ='Blackside Darter' 
830 ='Yellow Perch' 
840 ='Sauger' 
845 ='Saugeye' 
850 ='Walleye' 
860 ='Drum Family' 
862 ='Freshwater Drum' 
900 ='Glass Shrimp' 
902 ='Clam Shrimp' 
910 ='Bullfrog' 
920 ='Crayfish' 
940 ='Mussels ' 
950 ='Turtles' 
951 ='Snapping Turtle' 
952 ='Painted Turtle' 
953 ='Blandings Turtle' 
954 ='Flase Map Turtle' 
955 ='Red-eared Slider' 
956 ='Smooth Softshell' 
957 ='Spiny Softshell' 
960 ='Salamanders' 
990 ='Any species' 
998 ='Uncoded' 
999 ='No fish collected'; 
 
 
Value Monthfmt 
   1 = 'January' 
   2 = 'February' 
   3 = 'March' 
   4 = 'April' 
   5 = 'May' 
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   6 = 'June' 
   7 = 'July' 
   8 = 'August' 
   9 = 'September' 
 10 = 'October'  
 11 = 'November' 
 12 = 'December'; 
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Appendix III - Diagrams of Macrohabitats and Microhabitats Used During the Creel Survey 
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Appendix IV -Survey Dates, Directions, Count Times, and Conditions of the 2003 Missouri River Creel 
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